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21.4 Prokaryotes—Enduring, 

Abundant, and Diverse

 Prokaryotes

 Structurally simple cells that lack a nucleus

 Evolved before eukaryotes 



Abundance and Metabolic Diversity

 Prokaryotes are Earth’s most abundant 

organisms

 Metabolic diversity contributes to their success

 All four forms of nutrition are used by 

prokaryotes



The Importance of Prokaryotes

 Decomposers – assist in breaking down dead 
organisms

 Producers – food chains are dependent 

on bacteria for producing food
 1 cyanobacterium (Prochlorococcus) is the 

most abundant photosynthetic organism –

makes over ½ of food in the open ocean

 Nitrogen Fixers – converts nitrogen 

into a form plants use (N2 to NH3) 

 90% of the nitrogen organisms use comes from 
fixation



Human Uses of Prokaryotes

 Production of Food – yogurt, cheese, 

vinegar

 Clean oil spills

 Remove human waste and poison from 

water

 Medicine – synthesize drugs – insulin, 

human growth hormone

 Digestion



Prokaryotic Cell Size and Shape

 Prokaryotic cells are 

much smaller than 

eukaryotic cells 

(about the size of 

mitochondria)

 Prokaryotes have 

three typical shapes:



Prokaryotic Cell Characteristics



Prokaryotic Cell Characteristics

 Prokaryotic structure 

 Nucleoid region contains a single, circular 

chromosome

 Cell wall surrounds the plasma membrane, with a 

slime layer (capsule) outside the cell wall

 Flagella rotate like propellers

 Pili extend from the cell surface for adhesion or 

motion



Prokaryotic Reproduction

 Prokaryotic chromosome

 A circular, double-stranded DNA molecule

 Prokaryotic fission (binary fission)

 DNA replicates; parent cell divides in two



Prokaryotic Fission



Horizontal Gene Transfers
 Transformation

 Prokaryotic genes 
acquired from the 
environment

 Transduction
 Transfer of prokaryotic 

genes via 
bacteriophages

 Conjugation
 Transfer of a plasmid

(non-chromosomal 
DNA) between 
prokaryotic cells via a 
sex pilus

 Conjugation & 
transduction

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7stZk6TesKk


Conjugation



21.6 The Bacteria (Domain)

 Bacteria are the oldest, most diverse, and 
most abundant prokaryotic lineage

 Most are harmless or benefit us by releasing  
oxygen, fixing nitrogen, or cycling nutrients

 Some bacterial chemoheterotrophs cause 
disease in humans



Cyanobacteria

 Chloroplasts evolved from ancient 

cyanobacteria

 Put oxygen in Earth’s atmosphere

 Nitrogen fixation

 Some cyanobacteria form heterocysts that fix 

atmospheric nitrogen (N2) into ammonia (NH3)



Metabolically Diverse Proteobacteria
 Thiomargarita namibiensis strips electrons 

from sulfur

 Helicobacter pylori causes stomach ulcers

 Magnetotactic bacteria detect magnetic fields

 Myxobacteria form multicelled fruiting bodies



The Gram-Positive Heterotrophs
 Gram-positive bacteria have 

thick walls that stain purple 

by Gram-staining

 Thin-walled bacteria (Gram-

negative) stain pink

 Gram-negative (as a whole are 

more pathogenic)



Structure of Peptidoglycan



Gram positive bacteria

 Lactobacillus fermentation reactions produce 

yogurt and other foods

 L. acidophilus lives on skin, gut, etc. –

keeps pathogens in check



Bacterial Diseases

 Pathogen = virus or bacteria that causes disease

 Bacteria cause disease by

1) Destroying living cells directly of cause tissue damage 

when they provoke an immune response from the host

- Tuberculosis (TB) is inhaled into the lungs and the immune 

response destroys tissue

2) Release toxins that upset normal activities of the host

- Botulism (gram +) – food poisoning 

- tetanus (gram +) – causes lockjaw, muscle spasms

- Anthrax (gram +) – inhaled – interferes with breathing



Bacterial Diseases



Controlling Bacteria

 Physical Removal 
– hand washing removes bacteria

 Disinfectants 
- chemicals that kill bacteria

 Food Storage –
- refrigeration/freezing slows the growth

 Food Procession 
– boiling, frying, steaming kills bacteria

 Sterilization by Heat 

– kills bacteria



Controlling Bacteria (Cont.)

 Vaccines – a preparation of weakened 
or killed pathogen or inactivated toxin

- The vaccine stimulates the body to produce 
immunity to a specific disease 

 Antibiotics – block the growth and 
reproduction of bacteria

- Disrupt proteins or cell processes specific to 
bacterial cells

- Do not harm host’s cells



Superbugs
 Use of antibiotics has lead to bacteria that are 

resistant to antibiotics

 Penicillin killed many infections in the 1940s when it 

was introduced.  Now is has lost effectiveness

 Bacteria that are resistant to penicillin reproduce 

and pass resistance on through conjugation

 MRSA – skin infection spread 

by close contact 





21.7 The Archaeans
 Archaeans, the more recently discovered 

prokaryotic lineage, are the third domain – the 

closest prokaryotic relatives of eukaryotes 

 Archaeans live everywhere – many live in very 

hot or very salty habitats

 Hardly any archaeans cause human disease



Archaean Physiology

 Methanogens (methane 
producers)
 Strict anaerobes

 Extreme halophiles (salt lovers)
 Aerobic or photosynthetic

 Extreme thermophiles (heat 
lovers)
 Chemoautotrophs or heterotrophs





21.1 Viral Characteristics and 

Diversity

 A virus consists of nucleic acid and protein 

 A virus is smaller than any cell and has no 

metabolic machinery of its own

 Noncellular infectious particles that multiply 

only inside living cells 

 Some viruses cause disease (pathogens); 

others control disease-causing organisms



Characteristics of a Virus



Examples of Viruses

 Viruses that infect plants (tobacco mosaic 
virus)

 Viruses that infect bacteria or archaeans
(bacteriophages)

 Naked viruses (adenoviruses)
 Eye infections, common cold, hepatitis, warts 

 Enveloped viruses (influenza, herpesviruses, 
HIV, West Nile, rabies)





Viral Origins and Evolution

 Three hypotheses:

 Viruses may have descended from cells that 

were parasites of other cells

 Viruses may be genetic elements that 

escaped from cells

 Viruses may represent a separate 

evolutionary branch



Steps in Viral Replication



Bacteriophage Replication

 Lytic pathway

 Under direction of viral genes, the host makes 

an enzyme that lyses and kills the cell

 Lysogenic pathway

 Virus enters a latent state

 Host replicates viral genes and passes them on 

to descendents before entering lytic pathway



Bacteriophage Replication



Replication of a Retrovirus - HIV
 Virus binds to receptors on white blood cells; viral 

envelope fuses with host membrane; viral RNA enters 
host cytoplasm

 Enzyme (reverse transcriptase) converts viral RNA to 
DNA, which integrates with host DNA

 Host cell produces viral RNA and proteins which 
assemble into new viral particles

 New viruses are enveloped in host plasma membrane 
and exit by exocytosis



Viral Diseases

 Viruses also cause disease by

1) destroying cells directly 

2)   interrupting cellular processes



New Viruses

 Genetic makeup of viruses changes quickly and 

allows a virus to jump form one species to 

another.

- AIDS may have jumped from nonhuman primates

- “Bird flu” is a concern because it may jump to humans 

and is similar to some of the most deadly human 

versions of the flu



Prevention and Treatment for 

Viral Diseases

 Preventing viral diseases

1) Vaccines 

2) Personal hygiene

-wash hands

-avoid sick people

-cough into a tissue or sleeve

 There are a handful of antiviral drugs 

- Speed recovery from flu/may reduce spread of HIV



21.3 Viroids and Prions

 Viroids and prions are infectious particles that 

are even simpler than viruses

 Viroid

 Infectious RNA, not surrounded by a protective 

protein coat (mostly plants – only 1 in humans that 

interacts with a virus in liver cells = hepatitis D)

 Prion

 Proteins in the nervous system that can misfold, 

and cause other prions to misfold



Prion Diseases

 Scrapie: A prion disease that affects sheep

 Bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE or 
mad cow disease): Affects cattle that have 
eaten feed made with infected sheep

 Variant Creutzfeldt-Jacob disease (vCJD): 
Affects humans who have eaten infected beef

 Kuru

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vw_tClcS6To&list=PLHKJZgV9j8FNU4QHLjlb_NNeBT0J2Su6O


Prion Diseases



Emerging Diseases
 Emerging diseases = an unknown disease that 

appears in a population for the first time or a well-
known disease that has become harder to control

 Pathogens that cause emerging diseases are 
threatening because humans have little or no resistance 
for them and control methods have not been developed

 Human populations once isolated are now connected –
quick spread of disease – Rx for survival – How safe are we? 
AIDS – 0-23:00 then Cholera-SARS –Birdflu

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r0YdJN6IW-E

